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SUMMARY

The aims of this study (which was a sequel to two similar studies

of compensatory education programs) were to identify, select, analyze,

and describe vocational education programs at the secondary level that

had been successful in increasing the total placement rate when compared

with other courses of instruction. The total placement rate was defined

as the combined rate of placement of graduates in employment and further.'

education.

It was expected that the study would provide descriptions of success-

ful programs to serve as models for replication.

Through a literature search, mail and telephone inquiries, personal

contacts, and other means, a pool was established of 445 programs thought

to be likely candidates for the study. Most of the programs in the pool

were recommended by professional vocational educators, either at State

or local levels, or in universities, who suggested that these programs

were worth reviewing. The evaluation of each of the programs in the

pool was studied. in particular, questions were asked about the follow-up

of graduates. Some 30 programs were site-visited by AIR to examine their

problems of evaluation at first hand.

The AIR team was unable to show that any of the 445 programs met the

study's criteria for success. Nearly one-half of these programs did not

have comprehensive follow-up information on their graduates, making it

impossible to determine the placement rates. An additional one-third of

the programs had nearly complete follow-up records on their graduates,

but no trends could be detected from their data, nor were suitable com-

parison groups of no'avocational graduates available for any of them. It

became apparent that there were problems of evaluation design and data

collection to be solved before any of the programs could show increases

in total placement rate when compared with other courses of instruction.

In fact, the criteria of increased total placement rates of graduates

in employment and further education, stated in strictly quantitative terms,

were not at all useful in measuring the success of vocational programs.

tto
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Even if Comparable, contemporaneous groups had existed, and even if com-

plete fellow-up of both groUps of graduates had been possible, the cri-

teria still would have to be supplemented by criteria which took into

account qualitative placement factors, such as initial job earnings, on-

the-job competency, job retention, progress within the job, and mobility

within a range of jobs related to the training provided by the vocational

program..

:411, ors..morA4.W7446...

It was concluded that to obtain this relatively detailed information

on graduates, more complex, fine-grained follow-up would be required.

Furthermore, to insure an adequate response to follow-up requests, it was

recommended that a properly randomized group of manageable proportions be

selected from the program for follow-up, and that the same procedure be

applied to select a comparable, contemporaneous group of nonvocational

graduates. This type of design would permit factors outside the program

which may be unstable over time (fluctuations in the local labor market,

for one) to operate on both groups.

More comprehensive and fine-grained follow-up would permit far more

detailed conclusions to be drawn about a program's relative success than

is possible based on the comparatively coarse and subjective measures

that are currently being applied.

Since many local vocational program evaluators are apparently eager

to adopt improved evaluation procedures such as those recommended in this

report, it was further recommended that training in evaluation design be

provided to local evaluators.

.WWwkaath nVaiAlv .1 al o-i4
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INTRODUCTION

Back.ground

,
tit

The aims of thiS study were to identify and describe successful

vocational education-programs in American secondary. schools.. The programs

described were to serve as models for school systems seeking to improve

the quality of the education they offer.

These aims were established following th.e pattern of earlier studies

by AIR, during which selected successful compensatory education programs

were described (see Hawkridge, Chalupsky, and. Roberts, 1968; Hawkridge,

Campeau, DeWitt, and Trickett, 1969). The criteria of success for the

compensatory programs were different from the criteria for this study,

being based on cognitive .achievement asmeasured by standardized tests.

No compensatory program was accepted for description unless data available

indicated that pupils in the program had-.achieved statistically signifi-.

cantly better gains on standardized tests than had controls,-or. than

national normative figures.

The aims of the present study were also influenced by a study by

Decker (1968). Decker's study aimed at identifying and analyzing effec-

tive vocational education programs for disadvantaged students in secondary

schools, but used as its criteria of effectiveness reductions in dropout

rates and increases in standardized test scores. In Decker's work, over

200 programs were examined but none could be identified as "truly

exemplary." For the present study, the scope was widened to include

programs not specifically for the disadvantaged, and the criteria were

altered, as will be shown undor the next section of this report.

Limits of the Study

Vocational education programs have been funded by several Federal

agencies, as well as by States, local school districts, and private bodies

such as foundations. The study did not include those programs funded by

the Department of Labor, the Office of Economic Opportunity, or similar

labor-oriented agencies at State or local levels, but restricted itself

'%116iEwm=7.4.4)-XMOVI,
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to programs operating in publicly or privately owned schools. Thus pro-

grams such as the Neighborhood Youth Corps and those funded 'under. the

Manpower Development and Training Act were omitted.

In order to avoid replication, of effort, the study did not collect

data from program's already subject: to scrutiny by Project METRO, a major

survey now being conducted, and referred to below in the diScussion on

normative data.

The study was further limited to vocational education programs in

secondary schools, and specifically to programs serving pupils in 'grades

nine through twelve. (In an ungraded program, the age of 18 years was

taken as the upper limit.) Programs that terminated before 1964 were

not considered.

Programs mainly developed for social rehabilitation of handicapped

or delinquent youth were omitted from the study as it seemed very likely

that any described would not provide models suitable for generalization

to pupils not in need of such rehabilitation.

No geographical limits (within the nation) were placed on the study

by restraints of time or funds. If the initial screening had yielded

more programs which looked likely to meet the criteria, they could have

been visited and closely examined.

Naturally, the study was limited most by its criteria. The primary

criteria were related to follow-up of graduates of vocational programs;

thus the search for programs which might meet these criteria was directed

towards the more likely candidates, as will be demonstrated under Methods

and Procedures below.
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Related Research

This section of the report: will review literature dealing with eval-

uation of vocational education. Its main purposes are to point out the

present state of evaluation in vocational education and the kinds of

problems which have frustrated such assessments.

A few readers may already be familiar with this literature and with

the problems which characterize vocational program evaluation, but others

are urged to read this review. It contains some very important points

which are related to the way the AIR study was planned and the way it

turned out

The review deals first with general statements about evaluation in

vocational education and with evaluation criteria and procedures which

have been proposed in the literature.

Next, the review describes specific evaluation methods used in three

large-scale studies of vocational education. Findings are poi dealt with

at all because it was felt that for the purposes of this report, back-

ground in methods and procedures which have been used in evaluating voca-

tional education would be more relevant and useful. Accordingly, descrip-

tions of specific evaluation techniques are deliberately detailed to help

the reader appreciate the care with which these three major studies were

planned and the difficulties in implementation which were bound to affect

the credibility of their findings.

Reviews of evaluation reports of single programs have not been

included here, but three case studies of programs visited during this AIR

study can be found in Appendix A.

Finally, this literature review is not a critical one. No attempt

has been made to judge the success or failure of the evaluations or of

the programs whose evaluations are described.

General statements on evaluation in vocational education. Coster

and Ihnen (1968) reviewed program evaluation in vocational education and

concluded that not only have "value judgments . . . weighed heavily in

the assessments of objectives . . [but] further, objectives have been

OttEkr014110.takwopti
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stated in rational rathos tl u ow:Tie-al terms. Rarely hove objectivos

boon stated n8 wasurable pr duct8 involving a component of time [p 41

The eva].uaion of voealional education, these authors charged, has been

subjective. rather than objective and has refloeted more concern for the

pros estJ of vocational education than Cor its product.

In 1968, the Advisory Comic:110f Vocational Education published its

general. report (Advisory Council', 1968). Although this report covered.

broader area than the Custer and Ihnen article, its conclusions with

respLet to program. evaluation were very similar. For example, the report

suggested that "objective dimensions should be developed at the Federal

level, invalvjng appropriate State and local representatives in. order to

provide an objective evaluative system that can be used in each of the

States and which can be combined into a. national evaluation. (p. 139)."

This suggestion indicted that in fact little work on an "objective

evaluative system" had yet been done. In fact, the Council, stated that

because of the reporting systems used in vocational education, "it: is

difficult to assess exactly what has taken place [p. 139) ."

The Council also recommended that each State conduct a periodic and

statewide. review and evaluation, of its programs. "As nearly as we can

determine, only a .very few States have:conducted-a formal evaluation of

their programs since 1917 [p. 203].".

The report of the Council showed that the funds allocated to research

in vocational education were used for a wide range of activities, only one

of which was evaluation, and that the actual appropriations have fallen

short of, the 10% originally allocated by the Vocational Education Act.

In 1968, for example, only 6.8% of the funds were appropriated. In 1967,

the appropriation was only 4.8% of the funds.

'I

Sharp and 4(rasnegor (1966) surveyed the use of follow7up studies as

evaluation tools. They found that follow,-ups were COmton in Some parts

of the country but virtually nonexistent in Others. Moreover, when follow-

ups were conducted in certain regions, they often omitted some of the

programs. Thus, follow-up coverage has been uneven. Graduates of certain

r:?NA
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b followed, whereas t (18 of other progra t) home mumie

health occupations wore least. likely tai be foll ,ed.

In addition f 111A-up .indies often lid-not yield mue t i Afo7ma-

tion as they coulc. Sharp and lanslwgor noted that follow-ups would be

more meaninful if vocational graduates ware mtchcd, with similar non.-

vocational gradua This might enablo.researchers to determine the

effects of thedif 'e*c- t curricula. Moreover, most follow-up studies

described. the high sch. ol graduate at a certain point in time. Thus,

no data about trends were available. If follow-up studies were conducted

-at regular intervals, researchers might have a better idea. of the long -

range effects of vocational education. The authors presented. a model

for effective follow-up studios which they hoped would produce more inter-

pretable results.

On a smaller scale, Kaufman, and Lewis (1960. surveyed reputedly

successful vocational programs in three selected cities in Pennsylvania.

A team of specialists visited the schools and prepared reports dealing

with six aspects of the schools' programs. Kaufman and Lewis reported.

that for eaeh of- the programs the weakest aspect was evaluation, taking

evaluation to mean. follow-up studies. According to the investigators,

the evaluations conducted by these better-than-average programs were not

done satisfactorily or in a systematic manner,.

Evaluative criteria aqclpLocedures Tya2sed in the literature. The

need for evaluation procedures to be built into a program from its inception

was emphasized by Sweauy (1966), who said that programs should be planned

so that they insure adequate feedback to the teacher about the effectiveness

of the curricula. Ssieany suggested various goals and characteristics of

vocational education programs which might be evaluated.

Bushnell (1966) also stressed that only through evaluation can voca-

tional education be improved. He pointed out that without evaluation one

cannot select the most effective techniques and programs. Future areas

of research on vocational education were suggested in his at

Loomis (1969) indicated that the long-range objectives of vocational
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rvflecte0 iu unvoordlnatvl efforts 11 loadefship, To coaat thme
pYobtc Lo oloc n fit.rvs be put ou feedhaa and

evaluation syst(-,,:*. lit iToeffie'd elgh1 foetort; which determined program

effvetiveness, includinv, Lh r(levaaco of high sehoo trainin to formal

on-the-job tralni; ood the mIt.it to vhich the program rolieved unomploy-

wont The initiation or follow-up procedtwos ms suggested.

Moxo spevifiv have boon Om by othcr authors. Popham

(1969) reviewed the' clitkTin gmerally used by vocarfoual-tochnical

teL to evaluat curriculum materials. De considered the criturta

inadoquaio and proposed that now criteria emphasiging behavior change

and learning be dove-oped and used.

Burt and Barkley (l 9 O) preset' od detailed suggestions concerning the

assesvment of various home economic. programs. Their paper included a

step-by. stop analysis of the evaluatton procedure. Typos of evaluations

and program criteria were also discussed. To determine the long-range

effectTveess of home economics programs, the authors suggested using a

longitudinal follow-vp procedure. Graduates should be evaluated at

various intervals; they could then he compared to a similar group of

former students who did not take the program. Suggested reading for

anyone interested in performing evaluations was also provided.

Byram and McKinney (1968) have written a manual for evaluation of

vocational education at the local school level. They suggested many kinds

of assessments, such as employer feedback and citizens' committee appraisals.

Follow-up as a form of evaluation was considered in detail. Readers were

told how to conduct a follow-up and what kinds of information to expect, a

followup to provide. In addition, the manual's appendixes included forms

and instruments developed as evaluation tools for local vocational schools.

Methods employed in major evaluation studies. Kaufman, Schaefer,

Lewis, Stevens, and House (1967) surveyed nine communities in Maryland,

Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. The stated purpose of the study was

to assess vocational educatior as compared with other high school offerings

and to determine the extent to which vocational education was meeting the

8
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needs of the students and tho munity. Tho Tavestigation eoncentrated

on throe major issues: tltc' adoquaey of Vocational education, tfio im.age

of vocational education, and vocational education for groups with special

problems. Data on these lssu(s were cellooted front four different sourees.

First of all, the programs thomoolves re examined by an independent

team of experts. In addition, graduates-of the vocational program wore

followed, interviewed, and coMpared to graduates of academic and general'

prograMs.. Interviewers talked with employers who had hired graduates. of

the programs; union offioials were also interviewed,

The nine communities were chosen because they had vocational education

programs commended by professional educators. (Kaufman et al. do not. say

whether the academic and general curricula used for comparison wore- also

considered to be better than average.) Three large cities (500,000 or more

population), three medium-sized. cities (100,000-499999), and three small

cities (25,000-99,999) were selected.

Selection procedures were different for high school graduates in the

small and medium-sized cities than for high school graduates in the three

large cities. In the small and medium-sized cities the investigators went

through the school follow-up records of the graduates of classes 1960 through

1964. All of the graduates who had gone on to college, were eliminated.

Of the remaining students, they selected 900 in each city to be sent letters

requesting participation in the study. These students were selected so that

approximately one-half of them would be vocational education graduates,

one-fourth would be academic curriculum graduates, and one-fourth would be

general curriculum graduates. From the 900 letters, approximately 600

contacts were expected. This prediction proved to be quite accurate.

Sixty-eight percent of those sent letters returned the enclosed reply card.

The remaining 32% of the graduates were not sampled. In total, 2,831

graduates were selected in this manner for interview (in person or by

mail, see Chapter 2, page 5.

In the three large cities the investigators anticipated that they

would have difficulty locating and interviewing high school graduates.

They therefore decided to combine the graduate and employer interviews by

writing to various employers and asking to interview them and three of

9
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their omployoos. (The selection of employers fq discussed below.)

Employ ors who had agreed to the'inTerviow wore asked to supply employees

who 1.60 been graduated from the selected high schools between 3.960 and

1964,. If such graduates were not available, other graduates of

cities .schools were selected,

Kaufman et al, report that this technique yielded. enough graduates

:in two out of the throe large cities but was loss successful in the third.

Therefore, in the third city a direct follow-uP of high School graduates..

was condueteJ, This method was so successful that the number of inter7

views obtalned in.. this city was increased to 1,249 in order to offset

the lower- number in same of the other sample cities. Kaufman. et -al.

do. not report -how this substitution was accomplished;. however, since

these investigators reported that they had adequately sampled the other

two large. cites -(in which the average number of interviews was 591),- it

seems likely that the increased sampling of the one large city offset

the lower number of interviews in the six smaller cities. For the six .

smaller cities the number of interviews had averaged only 470.

4

In the small and middle--sized cities, letters were sent to all

major employers asking for interviews. Thirty-nine percent of the
r A

employers agreed to cooperate. ,

t'

In the three large cities, the investigators got lists of employers

from the State employment security office. The employers were grouped by

their major Standard Industrial. Code classifications and the percentage of

the labor force in each of the classifications was calculated. Employers

were then selected from each classification in proportion to its contribu-

tion to the total labor force. By this method, large businesses were

selected for sampling. In order to sample smaller businesses as well,

ten types of small businesses (e.g., beauty shops, radio and television

repair shops) were selected for sampling. Ten employers in each of these

businesses were selected randomly from the telephone directory yellow

pages and asked to cooperate. One hundred small businesses were contacted

in this way. Since employers in large cities were asked both to be inter-

viewed and to let three of their employees be interviewed, the researchers

were not surprised when only 21% of the employers contacted in this way

agreed to cooperate.

10
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Lists of unions WQJ:0 not: randomized or controlled in any way. The

invontigatoLs ;;ii asked the school which was being (valuated to

furnish the names of any union of of whom they knew. In some

eargq:; the sehool officials did not know the unions and did not: know where

to obtain it list of them. The investigators had,waated to contact 5 to 10

officials in the small cities, 10 to 15 in the medium7sied cities, and

15 to 20 in the large cities. They reported that they were unsuccessful

in this attempt. In 90 of were contacted. Kaufman et al.

did not state which. cities (or what size cities) these union officials

represented. The average rate,- of reply was low, and this rate varied

froa city to city.

One of tit two purposes of the survey was to study and assess yoca-

tional programs and the extent-to which-they were meeting the needs of

the students and--the commuwity. In order to meet this objective, the

investigators sent out an independent team of experts to evaluate the

selected programs. The team prepared a narrative report on each program

studied. In addition,-to provide for uniform assessment, an evaluation

instrument was developed. In its final form it consisted of several

hundred, rating scales whiCh applied to various aspects of the programs.

The second objective of the study was to assess the vocational-

technical curriculum as compared with other high school offerings. To

make this assessment, high school graduates, employers, and union officials

were questioned. Most of the high school graduates located were interviewed.

They were asked questions about their high school experience and about the

jobs which they had held since graduation. The more mobile graduates

were not interviewed; instead they were mailed a questionnaire which was

essentially a simplified and shortened version of the interview. The

questionnaire also included a set of questions on geographic mobility

which was not included in the personal interview. More than 11,000

graduates were mailed questionnaires and 30% of the questionnaires were

completed and returned. Kaufman et al. made a comparison of the mail and

personal interview data to detect similarities in responses obtained by

the two methods.

11.
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if a groduato W48 ill :er1Y AA-1\ his direct supervisor was asked to fill

out a ,Supervisor T Ratin Scale, The suprvisor rated the graduate on his

job preparation and Job- porformanco. Graduates who were sent question. wires

did not pet .13 supcJ viser rating.

To ass s the imne of vocational education, employers and union

officials were interviewed whenever possible. Tn.-addition, questionnaire

information was solicited from those who were intorviewed. Labor leaders

seemed. reluctant to grant interviews. Kaufmaa et al. noted that even when

interviews were conducted with union officials, many proved incomplete

because the attitude scales which the intetviewer left with the union

official were rarely completed. and returned. Whereas 52% of these rating

scales were returned..by employers interviewed, less. than 5% were returned

Uy unioa officials. In total, 658 employers and 77 union, officials were

interviewed.

Eninger, (1965) selected and studied a random sample of 100 schools

gdographicaly stratified throughout the United States. The study tried

to fill two needs. First, Eninger's survey covered all geographic regions

of the country except Alaska and Hawaii in order to permit generalizations

to be made about vocational education in the United States. Second, the

survey began in 1963--the year that the Vocational Education Act was

passed by Congress. Eninger studied graduates of the classes of 1953, 1958,

and 1962. By describing vocational education as it existed before the

1963 Act, Eninger sought to provide a norm against which changes in voca-

tional education could he measured in the future.

The study described the post-high school experience of vocational

curriculum graduates. It compared vocational and academic course graduates

from the same school and graduating class in terms of post-high school

occupational, educational, and related experiences. In addition, the

study considered several &road issues: How does choosing a general or a

vocational curriculum affect a student post graduation experiences?

What are the differences between graduates of vocational and comprehensive

high schools? Does the size of the high school attended affect the

graduate's future? In what ways do year of graduation, geographical region,

Ittal& 4kt4K.14-tht et id t`t vt
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post- graduation mobility, and rocc affoct post-high sol ol occupational

aad educational experience?

The survey com:cd 50 vo a lanai and/o technical high schools and

50 comprehensivc! high schools offering three or moire: programs of trade and

induStrial education. Schools were stratified according to total. enrollment,

type of school (vocational-technical, vocational, technical, comprehensive),

and geographic region. They were then raudomly. selected within each

stratification category.

Geographic stratification was done by portioning the United States

into eight regions and calculating the percentage:of the national population

in each part of the country. Schools in each region were then sampled

in. proportion to their population. For example, New England contained

16.8% of the national population and represented 11% of the students in

Eninger's follow -up. The total enrollments of the sample schools and

the type of school represented also closely paralleled the proportion of

such schools in the total population.

Questionnaires were mailed to 10,758 trade and indus trial (T & I)

curriculum graduates and 3,494 academic curriculum graduates. Only males

were surveyed since they seemed more likely than females to be employed

and seeking employment ten years after high school graduation. For each

school the maximum number, of graduates to be sampled was calculated.

This number was a function of the number and kinds of vocational programs

offered by each school. Whenever possible, the research personnel tried

to sample an equal number of graduates from each T & I course of

One survey questionnaire for academic graduates and another for

vocational graduates were developed. A number of vocational educators

were asked to review the questionnaires and to suggest necessary changes.

The instruments were also pretested on local high school graduates to

insure that the questions were easily understood and not open to misinter-

pretation. The questionnaires lent themselves to a longitudinal or

historical analysis rather than a point-in-time description. For example,

a graduate was asked to report on his job history rather than on his

current job only. The questionnaires covered three general areas: occupa-

tional history, educational history, and present interests, activities,

and aEaliatinns.

13
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At this point, two pi lo' studios wel.:o conducted 1.o determine the

best ways of getting a high return. rate on the questionnaires. Subjects

for those pilot studies were 1953, 1958, and 1962 graduates of nearby

comprehensive and vocational schools. In the first; pilot study, they were

sent either long or short questionnaires, and they were either offered

or not offered a material ince4ive to return the questionnaires. Neither.

the length of the questionnaire nor the offering of an incentive had a

significant effect upon. the return rote. However, the year of graduation

did significantly affect the return rate of those- graduates successfully

contacted; the more recently a person had been graduated from high school,

the more likely he was to return the questionnaire.

The second pilot study compared (a) the effects of the high school

letterhead versus the research institute's letterhead in the introductory

letter and (b) the effects of a closely massed mailing schedule of six

reminders versus a more widely spaced. schedule. The research letterhead

and the massed. mailing schedule were found to be effective for increasing

the return rate.

The information reported in the main study was based on a 50.5%

return rate from vocational graduates and a .5% return rate from

academic graduates. Those people who were sent questionnaires had been

carefully selected to bd representative of vocational and academic

curriculum graduates. However, since half of the selected graduates did

not reply, it was quite.possible that those who did complete the question-.

.naire were not totally representative of vocational and academic edutation

graduates. Eninger -considered this problem-carefully and in detail. An

analysis of the returns revealed several biasing factors.

As the pilot tests had indicated, the more recent the student's

graduation, the more likely he was to be sampled. Graduates of the

claSs of 1953 were least likely to be contacted and also least likely to

to return the questionnaire when located.

In addition, there were significant differences between schools in

terms of percentages of returned ouestionnaires. For example, for the

-class of 19()2', one school reported a return rate in the 91-100% range.

On the other hand, for that same class, another school reported a return

M4,504-irA1,64441446;14,ok,4 4,64 q;;",syqi.edfSeii0 ,F4tAiAttifockk,
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rate in the 11720% range. Obviously, one school was being over-sampled

while the other was not sampled enough. Those differences between

schools were even more striking for the classes of 1958 and 1953.

Moreover, when these differences were based on the number of graduates

assumed to have been contacted, the range of differences was even greater.

Factors responsible for the between-school differences in the return

rate of questionnaires included geographic regional differences, size of

school, type of school (vocational or comprehensive), graduates' loyalty

to the school, type of curriculum chosen (vocational or academic) , and

race of graduate.

This selective bias in the return rate meant that the graduates who

returned the questionnaires represented a very different set of people

than the_group composed of all the students who were sent the questionnaires.

To reduce this bias Eninger employed a sample correction procedure.

Questionnaires had not been received from two groups of graduates--those

who had never been successfully contacted (address-unknown cases) and those

who had been contacted but who had never returned the completed question-

naire (nonrespondent cases).

In order to reduce the first source of bias, a random sample of

address-unknown cases was selected. The research personnel then intensified

their efforts to locate these graduates and to obtain a completed question-

naire from them. From these selected graduates the researchers hoped to

get a completion rate of 90% or better. The small sample obtained this way

could then be taken as an estimate of what the returns would have been

like if all of those not located had been able to return questionnaires.

SiMilarly, the researchers intensified their efforts to get a small,

randomly selected group of nonrespondents to complete questionnaires..

In the study a 5% sampling was taken of

This meant that if 100 vocational curriculum

address-unknown cases.

graduates of the class of

1962 were not located, the investigators randomly selected five 1962

graduates and then intensified their of forts to locate and get completed

questionnaires froth them. These five responses would then be counted

as 100 responses on the assumption that they were typical of the address-

unknown graduates.
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By this means Eninger sought: to reduce the bias in his follow-up

information. lie points out however that this correction procedure is

not perfect. If the randomly selected sample is .not typical of the

population it is seeking to estimate, any error or bias is multiplied

many times. Thus, although- the correction procedure tends to reduce

bias, it probably does not eliminate it.

Eninger also noted another source of potential error in the

correction procedure. Whereas the uncorrected sample consisted only

of questionnaire responses _without any 'interaction. with research per-

sonnel, many graduates in the correction sample gave their responses

with the aid of an interview. These two slightly different information-

getting techniques might very well have influenced the answers received.

For, example, a graduate might have been more inclined to divulge certain

kinds of information in an impersonal questionnaire than in an -interview..

Although these difficulties were recognized, they were impossible

to circumvent. Eninger stated that no feasible alternate procedure existed.

Because of the problem of systematic biases both in the corrected and

uncorrected sample data, both sets of data were presented in the report.

In 1966, Altman and Morrison reanalyzed Eninger's data. Eninger's

emphasis had been on evaluating the post-high school experiences of T & I

program graduates as compared to academic program graduates. He had not

evaluated specific high school vocational education programs nor had he

been interested in qualitative differences between vocational programs

given by the various schools. Altman and Morrison wanted to identify

characteristics of successful vocational and comprehensive schools and

to compare these with characteristics of relatively unsuccessful schools.

They aimed especially at finding community factors and school-community

interactions which were related to the success of the school. They

stressed those characteristics of the interaction which could be controlled

by the schools.

Eninger had collected extensive follow-ups on graduates of 50 voca-

tional and 50 comprehensive schools. The later investigators immediately

eliminated 16 of the vocational schools and 18 of the comprehensive schools

from their study. Twenty-seven of these schools had fewer than 15 graduates

16
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in T & 1 each year This number was too small to provide stable placement

indexes for these schools. Three more schools were not considered because

most of their graduates were Negro and had relatively unsuccessful placement.

No' matching Negro schools with good placement could be found. Finally, the

investigators eliminated four schools which were located in large metro-

politan areas where a meaningful network of community organizations and

school-community relationships could not be established.

From the remaining schools, the researchers selected the eight

vocational and the eight comprehensive programs whose graduates were

the most successful. In a similar. manner, they picked 16 relatively

unsuccessful programs.

As criteria for success, Altman and Morrison used four measures

indicating the successful placement of graduates. These measures estimated

initial placement time, the relatedness of jobs to initial training, job

satisfaction, and-job security. Each measure was computed for the

individual graduates. The school's.score- was the average store-for all

graduates from whom these data were available. Only .graduates of the class

Of 1962' were considered. Their experiences seemed to be the most relevant

since-,information about the schools and communities only began to be col-

lected in 1965.

Once the appropriate schools had been selected, at least five people

were interviewed at each school: the principal, thc coordinator of the

T & I curriculum, the head of placement, a guidance counselor, and a

teacher.

Employers of the 1962 graduates whose questionnaires were used were

also interviewed. In addition, local firms which might be expected to

employ T & graduates were also contacted. For every trade that the

school taught, the. Employment Security Office identified potential

employers. Then the employers were categorized with respect to the number

of people they hired in that trade. At least one employer of large,

medium, and small numbers of T & L graduates was interviewed.

For. every T & I course .offering.. the school, one labor union

representative was interviewed. This representative was generally the

17
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-o riate union located nearest

in order to choose tip, most relevant community orgolizationJ, the

investigiJtovs made l raiked list of nationally promAnent "service, civic,

social, and frateri organizations whose ob,jectives logically implied

the possibility of influence on the placement and employment experience

of school graduates

the ten organizations

community.

. 6] " In

which w

each community the interviewers selected

re highest on the list and-available in the

In all communities the manager of the local. Employment Security:

Office was interviewed.

At this point the :investigators pulled together all the material

they had collected and used a variety of statistical and analytic techniques

to find relationships between the school community interaction and the

employment success of graduates. The result of this analysis was a lengthy

consideration of the characteristics of the schools, the characteristics

of the community institutions, and the nature and frequency of contacts

between the schools and their communities.

Decker (1968) was also interested in identifying the characteristics

of successful vocational programs; however, his investigation differed

from that of Altman and Morrison in several important ways. First, Decker

was concerned only with vocational programs for disadvantaged, youth. His

definition of disadvantaged incorporated definitions used by the Office of

Economic Opportunity, the Office of Education, Title 1 (ESEA), and the

Division of Vocational and Technical Education of the Office of Education.

These definitions took into account economic deprivation, educational

background, health, cultural isolation, and lack of motivation. Second,

Decker, unlike Altman and Morrison, did not have previously collected data

available to him. Because he did not have this storehouse of information,

both his selection procedures and his criteria had to differ from those

employed by Altman and Morrison.

Altman and Morrison had looked at 66 programs reviewed by Eninger and

had selected 16 "good" programs, with "good" defined on a relative scale.

18



Of those programs reviewed. by Eninger, the 16 "good" programs were better

than thu 50 other pro,e,rams, Thus , these "good" programs were not necessarily

the best Programs :Ln the couutry,

Decker tried Lo use an absolute criterion rather than a relative one.

First, he said that an effective program should "have been in existence .

for some-period. of timo, .,.. have been able to demonstrate reasonably well

in about every criterion selected for study, and show a marked change and/or

improvement in student behavior and achievementlp. 7) ." Next, he searched

for such programs. Obviously, Decker's search techniques differed from

those employed by Altman and Morrisen, who looked at programs .Eninger had

previously selected as typical of-vocational education. Decker was not

limitecl to information already collected. Ile reviewed more than 200 voca-

tional education programs before selecting 40 for close study. To locate

programs, Decker contacted. State directors of vocational education, staff

members of the U.S. Office of Education, foundation executives,- and pro-

fessional associations. Information about programs was gathered, through

mailed .questionnaires, telephone queries, literature searches, interviews,

and site visits. MDTA, Neighborhood Youth Corps, and Job Corps programs

were excluded.

Decker had difficulty in applying his c.riteria; he also pointed out

the lack of time for the study. The investigation started on March 11, 1968,

and in late May the schools began to close. During these two-and-a half

months, the research team had to identify and screen programs. In addition,

seniors in the programs selected for intensive study had to be tested. The

problem was compounded by the Easter vacation and the April disorders

which closed schools in several of the cities studied. Many programs had

to be excluded because they could not provide sufficient data by June 5, 1968.

Research teams selected 40 programs to visit. To collect information

in a standardized fashion, interview guides were developed. Interviewers

collected information on the characteristics of the program, the students

served, the enrollment procedures, and the administration of the program.

The visiting team observed the students, facilities, and "climate" of the

schools.

,



To evaluate the p:ograws objectively, the team looked at plae m nt

statistics, dropout rates, student aehievement, and program. costs.

Seniors were given Stanford Achievement. Tests. The school was provided with

a data reporting form for each student in the program. The school first

listed. the student's age, race, and sex. The form asked for the kind of

-program in Which the student was enrolled and the student's scores on

standardized tests before and after being enrolled in the program.

information about the student's IQ, grade-point average, and personality

could also be included.

After this information was collected, programs were grouped in terms

of the students they These categories included inner-city dropouts,

rural and small-city dropouts, ,mentally retarded youth, delinquents, and

non-En lish speaking students.

The primary criteria used by the research team referred to the pro-

gram's impact: on educational achievement, and on job training and placement.

In order to study achievement, the team usually relied on a preprogram-

postprogram comparison. Seniors in the graduating class of 1968 were

studied. When preprogram achievement data were not available for this

population, the researchers tested students in grades 10 and 11 and compared

their scores to the scores of the 12th graders. The researchers had wanted

to compare school-administered tests with Stanford Achievement Test results,

but they were often unable to do this since many programs did not administer

tests.

In order to evaluate the program's placement procedures, the researchers

compared the achievement scores of students placed in low-skill jobs and

students placed, in high-skill jobs. The investigators were looking for a

correlation between achievement in school and placement in a skilled job.

The team also looked at the placement and achievement of students of

different sexes and ethnic groups within the same program.

A cost-benefit analysis of each program had been planned, but the

investigators were hampered by lacik of time and .data. Many programs

did not have follow-up information about the earnings of their graduates.

Some of these programs were in their first year of operation, others had

never conducted a follow -up

20



in addition, cost-per-student infoluation was often unavailable.

In some cases the investigators could not have access to this. information

because of school board disclosure policies; in other cases, the amount:

spent for one particular project could not be determined from the avail-

able information.

Because of these problems, the investigators decided to compare the

cost per pupil or programs for the disadvantaged and regular high school

programs. This i for was gathered from 7 intensively studied pro-

grams and 32 programs not: intensively studied.

Of the 40 programs intensively studied, 30 were chosen as case

studies to be included. in the report.

It should be clear from the above review of'related research that

evaluations of vocational education have encountered considerable prob7

lems. Many of the same problems are reflected it the findings and con-

clusions of the AIR Study reported on the following pages.

The next chapter of this report deals with the methods and procedures

employed in the AIR search.
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NETf IS A D PROCEDURES

Seleetina ,ProzramelefoyeAjweStudy

1

During the first months of the project, various techniques were used

to search for leads to promising vocational programs. These techniques

included a computer-based search of ERIC materials, a general literature

search, consultation with experts, mall inquiries, and notices in approp-

riate educational journals requesting Program information.

A record-keeping system was devised for identifying and describing

the vocational programs. Three kinds of cards wer prepared for each

program: bibliography cards, program personnel cards, and program descrip-
N

tion cards. The bibliography cards gave author, title, and publication

information for program documents. The program personnel cards provided

names and addresses of persons who could be contacted for further infor-

mation. The program description cards provided a place to record basic

program information.

The computerbased search of ERIC materials. The most rapid, compre-

hensive, and efficient way of identifying-relevant vocational programs was

the ERIC/DIALOG Online-Retrieval System. The system's hardware consisted

of a terminal (with a keyboard input and video display) coupled to computer

storage containing the material to be searched. The terminal was housed

in the ERIC. Clearinghouse for Educational Media and Technology at Stanford.

University. The computer, containing an ERIC data. base of more than

12,000 report citations (from issues of Researchin Education through

December 1968) was housed at Lockheed Missiles and Space Company facilities.

in the Stanford Industrial Park, Palo. Alto.

Commands were typed on the terminal keyboard in DIALOG retrieval

language to define the nature of the search. These commands were the index

terms used in ERIC. The computer relayed, via the terminal's video screen,

the number of documents it had identified for each command term. For

example, in the ERIC data base there were 765 references for the index

term "vocational education."

Next, the computer was told that the AIR user was interested in only

some of those references. In this operation, called the "coordinate search

24
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technique," the computer was commanded to combine certain sets of refer..

ences identified by individual index terms. The result of suc4 a combina-

tion_ was a new, smaller set of references which fitted the combined terms.

At any point in the search, an additional feature of DIALOG allowed

the user- the option of viewing index terms alphabetically adjacent to the

entered term. That is, a portion of the relevant page :in the ERIC index

term dictionary- could be displayed on the screen. Theuser could scan

the display, select terms, and expand the search to include index terms

which had not-occurred.to him initially.

Through all of the procedures described above, increasingly relevant

sets of documents were identified. Because the AIR user was in direct

communication with the -computer, results were available in seconds or

minutes instead of days or. weeks. Once the desired references were

displayed, the computer was commanded to print out a permanent record.

Additional literature search. Because the computer data base

included only those documents entered in ERIC by December 1968, a search

of the 1969 issues of Research in Education was completed. Over 570

abstracts of documents dealing with vocational education were examined.

Thirty of those documents referred to specific vocational programs for

higb school students, but only 20 of those programs had been evaluated.

An examination of issues of Abstracts of Research and Related Materials

in Vocational and Technical. Education (ARM) and of Abstracts of Instruc-

tional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (AIM) from 1967 to

the present was completed. Both of these publications are specialized

supplements to ResearchinEducation. The AIM index is published at the

Center for Vocational and Technical Education in Columbus, Ohio; issues

of AIM were examined during a visit to the Center by an AIR staff member.

The search of the ARM and AIM indexes yielded a few more high school

vocational programs which bad been evaluated.

In addition, 1968 and 1969 issues of Vocation.4Guidance Quarterly

and American Vocational Journal were reviewed for names of the most recent

high school vocational programs which had been evaluated. This review
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helped in identifying a few programs. Some additional programs were found

durint the review of general materials and books about research and theory

in vocational education.

Consultation wi:heusIrts.. An initial AIR planning meeting was held

during the first month of the study. At this meeting, project staff

became acquainted with, other vocational eduCation research projects under-7

taken by AIR. At this meeting possible criteria for program selection

were discussed, and opinions about the current methods and problems of

evaluating vocational programs were. expressed.

During the.second month of the study, while the literature search

continued, au AIR staff member interviewed several experts in the field

of vocational education. A list of persons visited is presented in

Appendix Be The main purpose of these visits was to discuss criteria for

selecting promising vocational education programs. Also, some specific

projects which had been evaluated were identified, and new sources of

information were uncovered.

Concurrently with the above visits, Dr. Robert Darling and

Dr. Robert Barnes of the Vocational Education. Section, of the State

Department of Education in. Sacramento, California, consulted with the

Project Director at the Palo Alto office of AIR. At this time, many

avenues for finding promising vocational programs were explored.

A two-day conference of experts in vocational education was held at

AIR's Palo Alto office during July, the third month of the study. (See

pages 30 to 35 for details of this conference.) While the main purpose

of the conference was to discuss the criteria for the study, the experts

provided names of other institutions and individuals to contact about

specific programs.

Mail inquiries to administrative units. During the third month of

the project, about 160 letters were sent to State Departments of Voca-

tional Education, to State Research and Coordinating Units, to State

Advisory Councils, and to private foundations such as the Carnegie and

Ford Foundations. This initial mail inquiry, based on names and

v.,'Nt:aieAr....4.:0-4ik.Ae..:4,
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addresses provided chiefly by the Bureau of Vocational and Technical

Education at USOE, asked for names of Promising vocational programs at

the secondary level. The letter was modified after the AIR conference

-with experts to include the main selection criteria:. placement of

pupils in jobs or further education. Many leads to promising vocational

programs were received from these administrative units.

Notices in_aurilprinte_Aoul:nals.. A notice was placed in several

publications requesting persons to contact the Project Director if they

knew of programs at the secondary level which had been successful in

placing pupils in employment or further education. American Vocational.
Jotrnal., Schopl_Shp.2, PhLDelta Reppan, and the Vocational Guidance

Quarterly were among the journals which carried this announcement.

Mail and telephone inquiries toEatcific prop-trams. With the aid of

a Magnetic, Tape Selectric Typewriter, over 500 letters -were written

to specific programs identified by the various search techniques already.

described. The purpose of the letters was to ask program personnel to

state whether or not they had recordswhiCh would show that their program

had increased the numbers of pupils who were placed in jobs or who con-

tinued on to further education. Follow-up telephone calls were made to

the personnel of specific vocational programs who did not reply to our

letter or who provided inadequate information. Over 25C) telephone calls

were necessary to track down suet). nonrespondents

Site visits. In the event that a program still looked promising

after studying available documents and communicating with program person-

nel, arrangements were made for a site visit by a two- -man AIR team. The

team talked with program personnel, following a flexible routine which

concentrated first on obtaining information on the evaluation. While at

each site, the AIR staff searched for comparison data by contacting local

branches of State employment offices, or any other sources suggested by

local program personnel. A more detailed discussion of attempts to locate

comparison or control data can be found on pages 38 to 41.
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If the evaluation of the program's success seemed reliable, the team

would then obtain a more complete description of the program's overall

operation. Although none of the programs visited could show that the

primary criteria for this study had been met, complete descriptions of a

few programs were collected as valuable background for other sections of

this report,
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Establishinr Criteria

The original. criteria suggested for this study stated that the search
would be for programs which had been successful in one or more of the fol-
lowing ways:

(a) imp-I:dying retention rates (i.e decreasing dropout rates

(b) producing measured benefits of achievement;

(c) Assuring-the employability of graduates.

This section of the report will deal with how these criteria were
modified and refined

During the first two months of the contract (May and June 1969),
the three original criteria were discussed at length by AIR staff. In
mid-May, for example, in order to avoid unreliable data, "measured

benefits of achievement" was interpreted to mean benefits of cognitive
achievement as measured by standardized tests. The AIR staff believed
that the most reliable data would be available from such tests.

The original wording of (c), "assuring employability," implied that:
a program should guarantee jobs for every one of its graduates. This
seemed an unrealistic criterion, since placement rates are subjected to

many influences beyond the sphere of a program itself. On the other
hand, model programs would be expected to show positive trends in place-
ment. "Assuring the employability of graduates" was therefore altered
to read "increasing the employability of pupils." Subsequently, the
phrase "or raising the proportion of pupils proceeding to further educa-
tion" was added to (c), because e *panding opportunities for further

education in America have prompted vocational education programs to
persuade graduates to continue their education. A model program should
be successful in increasing the total placement rate, including those
going into further education as well as those going into jobs.

If a model program is to be better at placing its graduates in fur-
ther education or employment than are other programs or institutions

operating under similar conditions, then comparisons must be made.
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Lc),: choosjwc, between the new and the old,

The. AIR V1t3Alr, of the criteria wore-influenced during May and Juno

by me c:t:i,lat,4i with oJicials of the Bureau of Vocational and Technical

Education at USOE with stcff of the Center for Studios in Vocational

and Technical Education at Madison, Wisconsin, and of the Center for

Vocationalaud Technical -Education_ at-Columbus, Ohdo, and with Dr. Louis

Deckor and Dr.. Max- Eivinger,

In thethird month of the contract (July 1969), a conference was

held at Palo Alto, attended by the USOE project officer, the-AIR project

staff, and five consultants prominent in the field of vocational educa-

tion (see App=d1x-E). At the conference there was ,considerable discus-

sion of the criteria, AIR staff pointed out that the study should not

have criteria that would result in no programs being shOwn as successful,

any more than it should have results showing all programs as successful.

Each of'the criteria for the study was discussed In turn, Some of the

remarks of the Project Director should be quotel at this point:

"Measures of achievement: We understand that USOE, would like us to

regard standardized tests as the measures of achievement in this

Standardized tests have several characteristics: they are composed of

items which have been carefully selected as measuring performance of

pupils in: certain ways; they haVe been field tested on large normal

samples; the method of administration for each is exactly and unambig-

uously stated; careful instructions are given. for scoring them; population

norms are normally established for them; their reliability and validity

have been determined, and are known to be high. They include tests of

skills, abilities, achievement, and-performance.

"Our preliminary studies of vocational programs indicate that stan-

dardized tests are not widely used in them. In many instances they are

not considered appropriate; standardized tests at present available

usually measure types of educational achievement whIch are not central to

the goals of vocational programs. Perhaps they should be; after all,
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reading skil nr ossont. to 1-o C.ctuvtae a,ic vocat.ion4A 13(,Y But

unlehs standel -ed t(;.sts havo beu used in it fair number of vocational

program- the.y are of l'ittle value a a criterion of RU0e118,

"Buroo' LLnI, many unstand rdigod

tests relating to vocational education. 1in:fortunately, few arc used at

all, and the ones that are used seem to be specific to only a small number-

of- localities, usually Including those of their autico 0

"No doubt there arc many locally constructed t sts that have been

used but which have not reached thr:t pages of Buros. Some of them are

excellent, and may grz-int entry to certain trades to those who perform well

on them. Many professional and technical associations have devised their

own examinations,.of course.

"There. are undoubtedly many direct measures of achievement in voca-

tional education, but all except standardized tests lack national reCog

nition or national norms.

"We are wall aware of the shortcomings of standardized tests, partic-

ularly for measuring achievement at the tails of the distribution, as in

compensatory education programs. Standardized tests ,still represent,

however, the best single group of predictors of scholastic .performance

which we have. Their prediction of on-- the-job performance by those who

leave high school is not very good, but we have no better, in-school

measures. To argue at this stage that other measures should be used is a

waste of effort, since .others have not yet been developed. On the other

hand, we should be careful not to overvalue present standardized tests so

that funds do not .become-availnble-tO develop better ones.

"If standardized tests are not to be used as the criterion of achieve-

ment in vocational education, what other measures are there? Certainly

there are no other direct measures applicable during the Lime a pupil is

in the program (In school, that is) which can easily supplant the stan

dardized tests.

"There are, of course, indirect measures of the program's success,

and the other three criteria fall in this category.
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"Prepp:uf:_rat!,s; Dropout yatos, howe'vcr thc.y aro valculated, can

repro:ient only one aspcvt or a pteetTWs sueecos, and thel%1 is little

evidence that a progros inercar.ed po;:o is closely related to

improved perfor=nee (o-i: greater owelv abaity). The-improve:ant of. a

dropout rate prosunably shows that the perm a has sueceeded in inturestinb

pupils sufficiently for them. to Stay in high school instead of dropping

out. But securing pupils' interest does not guarantee that they have been

edueatedlocationally, If a. prograu succeeds in persuading pupils that

school is a better plaee than the working world, it: may have merely post-

poned their- crisis of expectation. It may simply preserve them a year or

two longer within its protective pale without equipping them. better to

face what: they must meet ultimately.

"But that: is a very negative view, and there is only a little evidence

(in the reports we hold) to support it.

"If we assume that a reduced dropout rate is a valid index of success,

we must: be sure that: it is soundly computed, and based on reliable data.

"A pupil is considered as belonging to a class from the date he

presents himself at the school until the time he permanently leaves for one

of the causes recognized as sufficient by the State. The date of permanent

withdrawal is the 'date on which it is officially known, that the pupil has

left school, and not necessarily the first day after the date of last

attendance.' This definition is open to abuse, since officials can deny

knowledge of a pupil's departure for months after he has really left, thus

improving the dropout rate.

"USOE also lists 19 reasons for dropping out: physical illness,

physical disability, mental illness, mental disability, behavioral diffi-

culty, academic difficulty, lack of appropriate curriculum, poor pupil-

staff relationships, poor relationships with fellow pupils, dislike of

school experiences, parental influence, need at home, economic reasons,.

employment, marriage, pregnancy, other known reasons, unknown reasons, new

residence (school status unknown). (Death of pupil is listed separately,

not being a reason for dropping out.) Each of the 19 is carefully defined.
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"This vangea voasoon raises. 80(00 soriow; questions, Many of the

reasons for dropping.out ai.o only partly conreetc.,d with sehooling; others

haw no connection at all. A program which fails to improve a dropout

rate way hove had to counter o sharp increase in jobs available to dropouts

in the area, Another may have witnesaed a general exodus Of people from

the school district,

"Thus changes in dropout rates need to be viewed against the back-

ground of what has happened in a school:district during the lifetim 5! of a

program, Such details are not always included in the reports, and may be

hard to obtain.

This criterion seems to be the obvious- one--the

utilitarian one by which vocational programs should be judged. Can grad-

uates of a given vocational program. succeed in the world of work?

"Unfortunately, we are still faced with the question of what comprises

success. Immediate employment? In what kind of job? How long retained

in the job? Was the job related to the vocational training the pupils

received? (Job advancement and acceptance of increased responsibility

might also be considered.)

"What records of employment are available? What of graduates who

cannot be traced? Is the local sample available likely to be a biased

one?

"Eligibility for further education: Eligibility in this context: may

mean qualification or acceptance, We arc talking about: eligibility for,

or actual enrollment: in, further education.

Qualification: The Regents examination in New York State, or

nth grade completion certificates in many districts,

or other paper certifications which are gained by

high schoolers before proceeding to college, might

be used as the criterion for qualification. The

members in a program gaining qualifications would

be counted.
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Ace.cptanee: neve thoro MOIL he no qualification gAined in some

cases, but graduotes would be admitted to institu-

tion of higher ov further education. Acceptance

.wopld be tho criterion..

"The type of further ancatJon provided might be important.. What

qualified a pupil to be scored :in this category? Part-time further educa-.

tiou?. Bpisodic? Is formal registration enough or must atten-

dance records be exomincd? Just as for employability, what: is the state

of the records like* to be available?"

In the .general discussion of criteria at the conference, it was

emphasized 'that success .was relative, and that: a program had to be con-

sidered in relation to its context: for one to judge properly its success.

At the conference it was agreed that the ultimate criteria of success

for vocational programs were: (0'plaCement in jobs related to the voca-

tional training provided; and (b) enrollment in further education courses

related. to the vocational training provided. It was acknowledged, however,-

that placement in other jobs, and enrollment in other kinds of further

-education courses, should be considered as criteria too, since the overall

aims of programs were to increase general employability and participation

in further education. It was agreed that the primary criteria (ones that

Must be met- by model programs) should be that the.programexamined had

increased:

(a) placement in jobs; and

(b) -placement in further education.

Some programs might: induce greater increases in (a) than in (b), and

vice versa. The AIR staff decided to use the term totql_plp.cement rate

for the overall percentage of graduates placed. Later, it was found that

besides those placed in further education or in jobs there were some

graduates who had gone,inte military service or had become homemakers,

and a very few who were une:mployed. Because the search was restricted to

F.
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program zracluates, that is, students who had completed twelfth grade, not

,
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p many cases of unemployment were likely, a fact of importance later in
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The secondary criteria (ones that did not. 11R.v. t bo met by model

programs) were that the provam examined had

(c) improved attendance and retention raLes; and

(d) improved scores on standardied academic achievement tosts.

The task of esteblishing what constituted an increase in total place-

ment [under criteria (a) and (b) above] was left to AIR. The project staff

realized that total placement rates were very much open to the influence

of local -factors. For example, if the major employer in, a small 'city

opened a new factory during the. life of the program, the total placement

rate would be affeeted, and the program could scarcely claim full credit.

Similarly, if a local junior college closed down for lack of funds, or

dropped .some of its courses, the total placement rate would be affected.

Ideally, it: would be desirable. to conduct a follow-up of graduates

that would yield a 90% or greater return of replies, showing the total

placement rates for both a program group and a suitable, contemporary

comparison group. These might be termed the "raw" rates. The only

independent. variable in the evaluation design would be the treatment

available to program and nonprogram students. Program students would be -.

"matched" with nonprogram students on such variables as socioeconomic

background, age, sex, and scholastic achievement. In such an ideal situ-

ation, a simple but appreciable (say not less than 5%) difference in the

raw rates for the two groups, in favor of the program group, would be

acceptable evidence of success.

It was supposed that increases in total placement rate might be

detected in four ways:

(1) The ideal, experimentalcontrol comparison (already described).

An example is shown in Figure 1. It should be noted that three

different "classes" are included in the graph in Figure 1. Of

course, if the class varied from year to year, those variations

should influence both program and control groups equally.

Figure 1 shows the program succeeding in all three years,

increasingly so.
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Such rvw v(A.cs fidOlt lac. adjmtod ley far ors shown in Figlue 3,

if any way oxisted to -c rputo tbo exact influence of each of

these facto., upon the various graduating classes. To undertake

such computution, it would le necessary first to have normative

data and second to as iga weights. A search for normative data

was indeed made by the project staff,. as will be explained below.

(3) The comparison between placement rates for the

during the program and before it. -Again external factors that

might have changed over time have to be taken into account if

possible. This type ..of comparison raises even more problems

than (1) and (2) ,. however, since there May also have been

factors operating differently on the nonprogram portion of the

high school. Furthermore, the nature of the high-school intake

may have changed, Adjusted rates are essential if this type of

comparison is to be made.

Rate

Local industrial National unemployment index
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Fig. 3. Hypothetical relationships -between program
-total placement rate and other factors. external. to program.
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((4) The eompcalson between placemaat rates for program students ylly,

over a period of years during which. major changes in the program

have occurred, 'Here it is assumed that the student body involved

romains similar from year to year, so that any increase can be

attributed to the program changes. External' factors might be

taken into account through "adjustment,"

TheSearchfor

Except for the first one, the kinds of comparisons that have been

suggested in order to show incroaaes in total placement rate require nor-

mative data as a basis for adjusting the rates. Adjustment is essential

because influences on programs fluctuate over time.

This section of the report will examine the nature and quality of

normative informations and'its availability at the Federal, State, and

local. levels.

In the Department of Labor, the AIR staff contacted Manpower. Programs,

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Office of information Publications

and. Reports. The Bureau of Labor Statistics furnished several Monthly

Labor Review reprints concerned with the employment of youth, and sug-

gested that staff members visit the Government Documents Section of the

Stanford University Library. Based on an examination of the documents

found at Stanford, and those received from the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

the. AIR staff concluded that Federal norms on employment of high school

graduates were not available. The most suitable document was the Special

Labor Force Report No. 100, based on the current Population Survey con-

ducted by the Bureau of the Census. Though covering the employment of

high school graduates and dropouts in 1967, this report includes persons

from 16 to 24 years of age, which extended beyond the age limitations of

the study. The ethe national agencies surveyed through the Stanford

facilities and during later telephone contacts included the San Francisco

Regional Office of the U.S, Office of Education, the National Center for

Educational Statistics, the current Population Survey, the Social Security

Administration, the Bureau of the Census, and the U.S. Training and

Employment Service.

4
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Similar steps were taken to survey possible sources of normative

data at the State and county levels. The survey

University revealed that several, States publist

which cover the nunber and sex of high school

of documents at Stanford

statistical yearbooks

graduates, but none deal

specifically with employment rates Immediately after graduation from

high school.

Next the search was intensified by telephoning State agencies,

using California as a model. Several agencies within the California

Department: of Employment were contacted, including Employment Service

Information, the Director of the Youth Division, and the Library and Labor

Statistics division of the Department of Industrial. Relations. Although

these agencies arc concerned with employment -amOng high school age youth,

no data were available specifically on the employability of high school

graduates.

Similarly, sections wi

were contacted, such as Re

tional Preparation, and

The results were again

high school gradUates

The contacts m

that several schoo

were mentioned.

Commission in B

Arthur D. Lit

burgh; the D

California

districts

cente

need

S cl

0

As

thin the California Department of Education

fcrence Services, Educational Research, Occupa-

he Coordinating Council of Higher Education.

negative, since these agencies focus mainly on

continuing on to college after graduation.

ade at the State level proved profitable, however, in

1 district studies and. private research organizations

Sources specifically referred to were: the Carnegie

erkeley; the San Mateo Career Information Service; the

tle & Company in San Francisco; the METRO Study in Pitts

epartment of Industrial Relations at the University of

, Berkeley; and guidance and research centers in local school

the search continued_- in this direction, guidance and research

rs appeared to be the, best source of the type of employability data

ed in the AIR study. Guidance and research centers in some high

cool districts had systematically followed graduating classes,. usually

vera period of fromtwo'to five years. .
However, this information could

not be generalized beyond the schbol district, due to the uniqueness of

alf.etal.t.a.)YAVA,KaArs. ,i0;&;44.4 it,1;41-0-
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community- population and industrial characteristics, Obviously, data

from a follow-up of high school graduates in a middle-class suburban

community could not he reliably used as a basis of comparison 'for grad-

uates from lower-class urban high schools.

Since the follow-up of the other private corporations and research.

sources produced negative results, the AIR staff concluded that normative

data Were. not available at either the Federal Or State levels , and that

the data which existed at fhe local level did not allow generalization.

Next; the AIR staff reviewed the research literature in vocational

education and contacted by mail and telephone several investigators who

had previously conducted national evaluations of vocational education.

The most relevant: single study found was Eninger (1965, 1968), which is

reviewed in an earlier section of this report. Eninger (1968) summarized the

importance of his study by saying that "it provides a benchmark of data

against: which'ehanges in vocational education, can be measured in the

future [Ch.. 1, p. 1] ." While his work would appear to fit: the normative

needs of-the AIR study, several. points must be considered.

First of all, the last graduates included in the Eninger study were

from the class of 1962, and the 1963 Vocational Education Act prompted

many changes in vocational education. Since the AIR study was restricted

to vocational education programs between the years 1964 to 1969, data

obtained prior to 1964 could not be used.

Second, Eninger's data covered the entire United States, and could

only be compared to another study of national, scope. Consequently, this

normative information could not serve as a basis of comparison for single

vocational programs, which were the concern of the AIR study.

The other studies reviewed, including Kaufman, Schaefer, Lewis,

Stevens, and House (1967)., Kaufman and Brown (1968), and Altman and

Morrison (1966), did not contain normative information relevant to the

AIR study. Although Kaufman et al. (1967) reviewed employment trends for

different size communities, this information was acquired from the 1960

census, which was too old for our study.
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Other mail and telephone contacts also produced negative results.

The U.S. Office of Education forwarded summary tables Showing the status

of vocational completions during :1968, but' these data,could-not,be adjusted

in terms of contemporary employment influences.

Eninger informed the project staff that normative information is

being collected for Project METRO, which is an investigation of vocational

graduates in 13 American cities. Unfortunately, this informationwas. not

available in time, and there is some doubt whether it would have suited

the purposes of the AIR study.

Other personal contacts produced similar results-no normative infor-

mation useful to this study could be located.

Upon completion of the intensive phase of the normative search, the

AIR staff tentatively concluded, that no reliable comparison information

could be obtained from Federal or. State sources, or from private research

organizations or individuals. The likelihood of finding such data locally

was still considered significant, however, and the AIR staff continued to

investigate leads on normative information as the survey of vocational

programs continued.

Using the criteria, by then well established, the AIR staff began

site visits in September, and by the end of the month had completed visits

or calls to a wide diversity of vocational programs. Not one of the

programs contacted seemed likely to be able to meet the criteria, for

reasons discussed under Results later in this report. The Project Officer

at USOE, when questioned, confirmed that he wished AIR to proceed using

the same criteria. The AIR staff agreed to do so, but indicated that they

would both intensify and extend the search on account of the apparent

paucity of suitable programs.
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ItESt

Ono or the ori aiihs of Has s 110y NICI;i t ho Cle;101'11)d.011 oof :hose

pror,rams Lbo.t on ter ix. for tlo., study. It was intendod that pro -
grams that had born successful :[n incruan.ing the numbers of pupils placed

in employment further odue tion should become models for others to

imitate or rephcate,

No programs were found that could meet the criteria, hence: none will

be .described. Such c result needs some explanation: it: sayssomothing

not only about the programs at present operating in the United States but

also the criteria and the difficulties likely to be exl;erieneed by

evaluators in meeting them.

First land investigation Ofsothe 30 programs and examinatiOn of the

evaluations of several hundred others gave the AIR project staff oppor-

tunities to identify problems of establishing programs so that: they can

be properly evaluated, and-,opportunities to analyze problems of evalua-

tion itself. In this section of the report, the programs studied will

be discussed, and publications in which attempts to meet the criteria

were reported will be reviewed.

The Prqcams Studied

Of the 445 vocational education programs contacted during the search,

a large proportion (43%) did not have comprehensive follow-up information

on their graduates. That is to say, 43% of the programs had not found

out what 75% or, more of their graduates were doing. (The level of 75%

was selected arbitrarily as representing a comprehensive follow-up.)

Some of the programs in this category had not operated long enough to have

follow-up records. Others had follow up records for one year or several,

but in many cases follow-up was done quite informally when info:mation was

volunteered by graduates returning to visit: instructors. Elsewhere, grad-

uates were asked to complete and return questionnaires that had been mailed

to them, but insufficient data were obtained about nonrespondents.
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PYWolVI OW( did itL kvo woorehols:Lve follow-up infotion wore

not investigatod ftkrthe):. th \Yes pointed out oarller in this ropurt,

when follow-up yields a vory ineo2plk4.e return it is very likely that

persons who do respond aro a special group (e,g. better jobs, no com-

plaint0 and not representative of all perPous who were in the program

at. the sam:.. Lime.

Comprehenoive Jollm-up information (Prom more than 75Z of the pro-

gram graduates) was avail hie from 34% of the programs contacted. For

a largo number of tho programs in this category, response rates were

over 90%. These programs may not have been representative of all voca-

tional programs, however, For example, conditions under which many of

the programs operated facilitated attempts to locate graduates and

obtain requested information, Such conditions included relatively small,

stable populations in places where location of graduates was known, and

where good employment and educational opportunities existed so that grad-

uates did not have to seek these outside the community.

The programs in this category, that is, those with comprehensive

follow-up records, seemed to offer the best chance of detecting trends,

including increases, in the

or further education) . But

virtually no graduates were

total placement- rate (placement in employment

in no cases were trends detectable because

unemployed. That is,. either the graduates

were in the armed forces, were married and had becoMe homemakers, or, of

the remainder available for work, all had been able to secure jobs or

to continue their education. Before dropping such programs from further

study, however, the AIR project staff asked the program personnel if

increases in placement could be shown by comparing the graduates of the

vocational education programs with similar graduates who were

programs. In no case was comprehensive follow-up information

on an appropriate sample of nonprogram graduates.

not in the

available

The balance (23%) of the programs contacted were not studied either

because their funds were from labor--oriented sources, or because they

were found not to be at the secondary level, or because they were ter-

minated prior to 1964, or because they had fever than 25 graduates, or
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ho( au t 1 .1,17 colvrehvns,ive j(-ow-up row-

by pro porsonnel,

not bowl, analy:v.1,1 yet.

The probloia ,t(TITULinwi _ther or not a program ma the search

criteria ultimat(A) hlngod OA tho abrcnce of any sultahlu baseline again

. which to measure-1,1c offectiwness of tho prc am. Without baseline

infornation Like that provided by appropriate cem parison groups or suit-

able national., State', and local normative date, ovaNation information

on vocational education programs is severely limited. (See pages 38 to 41

for discussions );elated to this point)

p r oht.ping.; :ID me (Lp

It should be noted that a great many of the program persoanel.con-

tacted during-the AiR search were not: at all on the defensive, se far as

the AiR staff could judge, when asked about the graduates of their pro-

grams. Many of them pointed' out that they were required to make some

kind of report to their respective State departments of education,

usually '1n terms of numbers of graduates ga :xti.ng employment In occupa-

tions related and unrelated to the vocational education provided. The

program personnel were ready to supply such figures, whenever they had

computed them. In some cases, where the figures had not been computed,

they offered to comput :e them for AIR.

But when the program personnel were asked whether they could show

that their programs had increased placement in employment or further

education, they were both quick to understand the question and to say

that they wished they had data to show such increases. In other words,

the atmosphere among local vocational education directors seemed to be

one conducive to follow-up types of evaluation and the directors seemed

open to suggestions about how it might be done. It was equally

apparent, however, that very few of them had considered evaluation as

requiring a comparison between program and nonprogram graduates.

The AIR project staff became more hopeful in their search when they

encountered isolated programs in whith there had been attempts to meet

the criteria. Several of these should be summatized here to indicate
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Cho probl 11:ti, 11.-(1 .1 tl.k, proeyal:N1 nn

char,,eterl L:t d *Pt- C 1 tho / :iiti stuOy,

f )11 be:1

In a vocatioo,11 (0 t:i0r) prjoct ill Illinois, the d:roetc. knew

before tho program b .t there:- would he about 100 pupils dropping

out that yoar, ao0 ho F:elouted 50 potontinl 0rcpouts for the program..

Ho expected to be able to 80,00t auothor 50 for comparison purposes, but

could not do so becrtu::.lo of lock of cooperation from high school faculty.

in the second year of wrogram, he hod difficulty .in securing pupils

for

for

thc' program becausc nearby college instituted a high-status: program.

culturally deprxved youth, The college program had the effect of

induc

propa-

had bee)

ing pupils to ignore the vocational program and to favor the college

atcn program. By the third year all possible "comparison" pupils

absorbed into the program.

In a

400 pupils

mother vocational project, this time in.-Missouri, a total of

were selected and divided randomly into control and experi-

mental sroups. Parents of pupils selected for the experimental group

did not in ail cases give permission for their children to be in the

program, howeN

control groups .

from the experim.

er, and bias was introduced into both experimental and

by this factor. No fewer than 46 pupils had to be dropped

-ntal sampling and replaced by others from the control

group. During the program, .124 pupils were loSt from the experimental group.

In a Kentucky

number of schools, b

several subject areas

program, pilot and control. classes were selected in a

-t pretesting revealed rather large differences in

between the two groups'of classes. No other

classes could be selected as controls,.

A Minnesota program

control design, but there

were matched on sex, age,

serving 5:31 pupils employed an experimental-

were only 21 pupils in each group. The groups

ast school attended, and date of registration

for the program but there w

selected. The analysis based

had had no effect on total pla

as no evidence that they had been randomly

on these two groups showed that the program

e_ment rate.

A city in Oklahoma conduote

nates, thereby providing a basis

d follow-up of all its high school grad-

for comparing vocation.al and other
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g 1 but'. Old not ch. ty co- bucautle the vocad

do t, woro not ieentdilod 4t.:* a , pa

In C ilifornla, GJi1.C9 proram director expressed intr...ret;t in the AIR

criLe.cia t rid went Lo considerable trouble to compa program and non-

proijram gr The work experience prog im placed 72 pupils (out: of 224

applicants) in jobs while they ware st :i 11 in secondary school. The evalna

tion consisted or follow-up of these 72 pupilR and. of another 72 chosen at

random from the other .applicants who had fail.ed to get work experience.

In this case, a bias operated against the comparison group: since they

had not been selected while in school for work experience, presumably

they were inferior In some way to those chosen, hence- they were not an

adequate group for comparison. They were the rejects.

In _Connecticut, the director of a program wished to establish a

control group but was not permitted to do so by community pressure.

The community demanded that all eligible pupils be admitted to the

program.

In Wisconsin, some programs had followed - -up all their graduates and

there had been follow up of nonprogram graduates. For both groups, the

total placement rate was close to 100 %. The program directors reported

in several instances that even. nongraduates (dropouts) were employed the

moment they left school, because of the high local demand for labor.-

The examples quoted above are not typical of the 445 programs studied

by AIR. In most of the 445, little or no attempt was made to select any

kind of comparison group for follow-up. The criteria and evaluation designs

actually used by vocational educators were clearly different, at the time of

this study, from criteria set by people outside vocational education, and

different from those established for the study. The next chapter discusses

the differences, and suggests possible courses of action.
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SUWOW. of t 1 i coman Th ucly

The chi c.f COu.Lc :ow of this study hy ATR vas th3t none of the 445 pro-

grams studied could be shown cicarly to have increased the placement of

graduates in employmont or further education (total placement rate) .

The reasons why none of the programs could show increases in total

placement rate were related far more closely to problems of data collection

and evaluation design than to merits or 'shottcoMings of the programs

themselves.

Where data collection had been reasonably comprehensive, valid com-

parisons were still almost impossible to make. Comparisons between

different groups at different ttnes, or between the same group at different

times, were invalidated by factors outside the programs, such as fluctuations'

in the local employment situation or -the availability of College- education,

Comparisons of contemporaneous groups were. usually invalidated by the groups

being too dissimilar, for a variety of reasons, as shown. in the last chapter.

In the few instances where valid comparisons could be drawn, no

increases were found because almost all high school graduates were placed

in employment or further educationregardless of whether they received

vocational, academic, or general-education.

In other words, the combined criteria of placement of graduates in

employment or further education are apparently not very useful in deter-

mining the success of a vocational program, however close placement may be

to the objectives of vocational educators. The strictly quantitative

criteria used in this study must be modified.

Suitable Criteria for Vocational Education

Thus the question must be asked: 'That are suitable criteria for judging

vocational education? The -ord "suitable" implies that value-judgments must

be made about what does or does not appeal to various authorities.

There is much evidence that vocational educators have in general

employed criteria which gain little acceptance among 2eople who want to
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he shown the grentor ben Cit8 that vo .1.1onal edueation 18 claimed to

provide, These uritics poini out that vocational courses cost con2jder-

ably more than conventio6a1 edut..ation, yet there :1 no hard evidence

fre:11 50 years of vocational education in the Un :ltocl Stater that conven-

tional instruction could not have been at least as beneficial.

Tho -claims made by 1) o can ( al =i,.t of vocational education can. be'e

fined and from them "suitable" cri teria can be drawn. The claims of the

ppkonon'of vocational educatAon cart be examined similarly, and criteria

can be drawn front them too. These criteria will be seen as "suitable"

by opponents. If there is any common- ground between the two groups,

if there are any criteria on whiCh. they are likely to agree, then every

attempt should be made to conduct studies around those criteria,

The views of- the proponents' of vocational. education are exemplified

by statements in the General Report of the AdviSory Council on. Vocational

Education to the U.S. Office of Education (Advisory Council, 1968). In

its report, the Council defines vocational education. as "the educational

content and process through which one learns to become a competent

worker [p. xix]." The Council says that vocational education's- "primary

responsibility is to help people enter the world of .work or to make

progress in it, to -their best advantage and that of society [p. xxi]."

And that "vocational education will provide the hard -core essentials.

which will make it possible fOr him to find employment in a number of

specific jobs related to the area of his vocational employment [p. xxii]."

In view of these statements of the Council, it would be reasonable

to suppose that the following criteria would be acceptable to the pro-,

ponents of vocational education.:

(1) That vocational education will produce workers who are more
competent than comparable graduates educated under other

programs.

(2) That vocational education will enable its students to enter
the world of work more easily than comparable graduates froM

other programs.

(3) That vocational education graduates Will make better progress
in the world oE work than comparable graduates of other
programsi
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(4) That vocational edtcation graduates will be equipped to find
employw4!t in jobs related to thoir training more easily than
comproab3o graduates of other programs.

ThQ report of the Council contolns lengthy excerpts from a review

of vocatjonal education made by a Panel- of Consultants in 1961. 62,, As

of that date., very few studies had offered any information about such

criteria as these drawn from the Council's report. The Panel- stated that

"Limited data are available on placement, of graduates, from scattered

surveys made on difforeut bases, with consequent; lack of comparability.

Few data are available on earnings of vocational education. graduates

[Advisory Council, 1968,p.4] ."

The literature review of related research (see pages 5 to 21 of this

report) indlcated the paUcity of studies since 1962 that attempted to

measure program success by one or more of the four .criteria above.

The proponents of vocational education would be sorely pressed to

show from existing data that any of the four criteria were being met,

even by an individual program. It is :_rue that in a number of States

statistics are now collected indicating the vocational direction taken

by graduates of vocat :ional programs. From these statistics, judgments

can be made about the proportion of graduates each year who proceed to

jobs related to their training. Such figures might be thought to

indicate that the fourth criterion listed above was being met, but the

figures do not do so because there are no equivalent statistics' for

nonvocational graduates.. All the figures can'show is that vocational

programs had some influence on the job- choices of pupils. The exact

nature of this influence. is hard to determine because the figures are

derived from very broad job categories, i.e., a graduate from a trade

and industrial program has a vast range of jobs that he may choose frOm

that are classified as "related" to his program. Moreover, it is not

necessarily to the,credit.bf vocational education. that it influences a

high proportion of its graduates to enter and remain in-jobs related

to the training provided; the same graduates .might have done better by

changing fields. (Such a criticism applies to any form Of spetializeci

tralning.of course.)
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When evaluations of individual programs are examined, the lack of

reliable evidence about the effectiveness of vocational education is most

noticeable. The reason for this lack of evidenee has lain in the approach

of vocational educators to evaluation. Essentially, their approach scru-

tini74cs the activities of the program, Effects of these. activities on

graduates of the- program are usually not studied-, or, whore they are

evaluated, no basis-for comparison is provided.

As recently as 1967, one State Department of Public Instructi

issued a set of evaluative criteria for vocational technical pro

(Reynolds, Grobman, & McGee, 1967) that reflected well the stan

many proponents of vocational education, since it.was reviewed

group- of vocational educators. .The chief procedure for oval

on

rams

dpoint of

by a large

uation sug-

gested in this publication-was that an evaluation team should visit the

program and make judgments based on the criteria included in the set.

The set had eleven subsets: all referredto aspects of what occurred

durina the program's operation, such as its administration, the school

plant employed,- the school library available, the student activities, and

guidance services, as well as six broad areas of. vocational education-

(e.g., business education). Obviously the author

did not intend to evaluate what happened to grad

in the program. Their approach was close to t

teams, and similar to those suggested by othe

developed for various areas of vocational e

Byram & McKinney, 3968, p. 3, for a list).

possibly provide objective data (or soun

from follow-up studies.

A more balanced model for evalua

of in-school practice and evaluatio

was offered in Byron and McKinney'

handbook dealt with follow - -up st

missing from this publication,

establish and follow -up a su!,

of this set of criteria

uates after they had been

hat used by accreditation

r sets of evaluative criteria

ucation by other bodies (see

Their evaluations could, not

fly based recommendations) derived

tion, incorporating both assessment

n of graduates in the world of work,

s (196-8) handbook. One section of the

udies in considerable detail. What was

however, was any mention of the need to

table comparison group, The type of follow-

up suggested by Byram and McKinney would yield no Information about the

effectiveness of vocational education compared with other courses of

4,A.1. 40 n sc.-, lfet
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inntruction, although the handbook, if used would result in very much

bettor evaluation than that comonly done at present.

The swslpul of vocational education do not: believe that it can

achieve itn declared goals, Drucker (1960).asserts that "the skills

that 'vocational education' teaches are obsolete. They are the craft

skills of yesterday. -The orn thing-that is predictable is that by the

time the students graduate into jobs . . . they will no longer be done

the way we are teaching these crafts in our _vocational schools [p. 2971."

Others claim that the increased enrollment in vocational education is

no indication of its excellence (without suggesting why) . They point

to evidence in many communities that vocational education. enjoys. less

prestige than college preparatory courses. They declare that children

should-not be shunted-into vocational education courses when these

children may indeed be capable of college work (which they assume to

he more desirable). They assert that vocational education does not keep

up to-date, that obsolete equipment is used and procedures are taught

that have been superseded by automation. They cite evidence that money

spent on placement and guidance services achieves better_ results for

their, children than vocational. education. In fact, the high cost of

vocational education is the chief cause for attack; the opponents vir-

tually demand cost-benefit studies.

Cost-benefit studies could he designed to compare the costs and

benefits of one vocational program with those of another vocational pro-

gram. But that is not the kind of cost-benefit study that is being

demanded. Rather, the costs and benefits of one vocational program

should be compared with those of nonvocational instruction. A prereq-

uisite of such a cost-benefit study would he that benefits had in fact

been derived from both courses of instruction. The present dilemma is

that there is little or no evidence of benefits from vocational education

in terms of the quantitative criteria adopted for this study.

There is scarcely any evidence that vocational education programs

have had an impact, as measured by lifetime earnings or any other quan-

titative index. The reason why this is so is that the required
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comparisons have not: yet been drawn between vocational programs and other

types of education,

The common ground that apparently exists between proponents and

opponents of vocational education regarding criteria is that vocational

education programs should benefit students more than nonvocational pro-

grams, and that the benefit should become visible in the students' careers

after they leave the programs. Neither proponents nor opponents of voca-

tional education can "prove" their arguments because of the lack of

reliable data. In other words, the fundamental question has to be made

more specific: Can we find out whether vocational education benefits

students more than nonvocational education after they have finished their

schooling?

Evaluation. Using Suit-able Criteria.

The most simplistic view of evaluation in vocational education is one

which considers each program to be isolated from its environment. A pro-

gram is then thought of as a closed system, in a state of equilibrium, in

which teachers interact with students to produce trained students. No credit

or blame is attached to factors such as the national economy that operate

outside (but upon) the system. This simplistic view is quite inadequate if

the question is whether vocational education benefits students after they

finish it.

It is necessary to consider each program as an open systen, maintaining

itself through continuous inflow and outflow and never in a state of equilib-

rium. As many measures as possible must be taken of inflow and outflow, but

the constantly changing interactions between components within: the system are

so ,complex that it is scarcely possible to track theme.-

To speak in practical terms, inflow for a program must be described as

carefully as possible by identifying the students' and teachers' character-

istics, by noting the context of the program, and by analyzing the procedures,

equipment, and techniques employed. Outflow for, a program must be similarly

gauged again students' and teachers' charactelistics have to be identified,

to see how they have changed. But for vocational education the gauging must

occur some time after schooling has been completed.
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Dyer ( : ') calls his modoA of educational evaluation the "student

chango" model, and it has similarities to the one discussed above. He

restricts input and -output to studcnt charactoristics,,however, Since

,he is looking only. at student change, The "surrounding conditions".

(context) he identifies in terms of home, School, and community. Obser-

vable activities in. the school system he terms the "educational process."

Dyer: emphasi.4es, however, that the use of his model (described in outline

in his :L969 paper) will only provide some useful hypotheses for upgrading

schools, but he suggests that: there' is no time to waste actually testing

these hypotheses. Instead he would try to persuade the school that: was

"worst" according to his analysis to adopt ideas from the school that

Was "best." SUch adoption might begin to close the gip between the two

schools. Dyer rest :dcts his examples to ones drawn from conventional

schools, but: his medel could be adapted to vocational education provided

dependable follow-up data were available.

Analysis of inflow and outflow was what the AIR project team had

expected to be able to undertake for at least a few vocational education

programs. But with outflow defined strictly in terms of the total place-

ment rate in further education or employment, no analysis was feasible,

as has been indicated. The only instance (that was encountered during

this study) of a plan for program evaluation that would permit such

analysis was one prepared by Green (1969) for use by New York area occu-

pational centers. Of the programs that were site-visited, one had

originally had the opportunity to set up similar, contemporaneous program

and comparison groups, but had not clone so.

Even if the ideal situation existed, in which there were comparable

contemporaneous groups and in which comprehensive follow-up of graduates

had been conducted, would the total placement rate then be useful in

determining whether vocational education had caused increases? Probably

not. The problem of very high rates (and hence little difference between

them) would still be present. Perhaps 95% of the vocational group and

94.5% of the comparison group would be placed. Such raw rates tell too

little about the respective programs. What is needed is a qualitative

approach to supplement the quantitative.
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'Instead c of follow-up eS: the kind that 18 generally undertaken at

present, more complex follow-up is necesbary to identify more exactly-

what happens to prouam and nonprogrow graduates. The total placeMent

rate :18. the sledgehammer being used to crack the nut, it: is too coarse

a measure of what is to be assessed.

It is true that some studies have made attempts to follow graduates'

camera in detail. Unfortunately, they have had low response to their

inquiries. Yet follo-up that is both comprehensive and fine-grained

seems to be the only technique that can supply the required data.

Even if a properly randomized control group is not politically or

ethically acceptable, the evaluation plan should still provide for some

sort of detailed comparison of program and nonprogram graduates. For

example, with the cooperation of guidance personnel at the high schools,

local employers, and employment agencies, it may be possible to identify

those locales where most of the program graduates find work. For each

of those locales it: mlght be feasible to determine for, say, 18year olds

who took a general high school course and who had no specific vocational

training before graduation, rates of initial job placement, rates of

advancement on the job, job competency, and job retention. The same

computations could be made for the graduates of the special vocational

program. If these computations could be made for both groups in each

selected locale at regular intervals, say every 10 months for 40 months,

the trends for both groups could be compared. The advantage of this

design is that fluctuations in the local labor market and other factors

outside the program (which may be inherently unstable over time) will

have a chance to act on both groups in each of the selected locales.

If comprehensive and fine-grained follow-up could be accomplished,

far more detailed conclusions could be drawn about a program's relative

success. Assume, for example, that the follow-up revealed that vocational

graduates from a particular program were obtaining jobs more easily than

other graduates or that they were mostly entering jobs that paid well

initially but had very' limited long term prospects. The follow-up would

indicate well the success of the vocational program, in terms of how its

graduates behaved after they had left it.
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In summary, ( :ho shortcomings of vocat.Lonal oducation program evalua-

tions luve Moen of two 1ZLUd$ when it 1 a question'of showing that

vocational progra= benefit their graduates more than othor courses of

instruction. . First, the're has been, inadequate follow-up of graduates.

Stress has been laid upon finding out what proportion of graduates are

in occupations related to the vocational training provided,rather than

upon collecting quantitative and qualitative. data about the nature of

the graduates' occupations. Second, there has been insufficient effort

made towards designing evaluations so that contemporaneous ,program and

(appropriate) nonprogram groups of graduates can followed- up, This

is not to say that every graduate. of every vocational program, and -a

corresponding number of nonvocational graduates, should be-followed.

Random sampling, both of programs and of students within programs,

could be used to reduce the task. to manageable proportions.
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COECLUsiONS AVD MOMMMDATIONS

The findiTw,s of, this study cannot themselves resolve the question:

Do vocational program students benefjt more after they have left the

programs than if they had been in other types of programs? Yet this

criterion doessetem to be the one that should be applied not only

aecordjng to the opponents of vocational education but also according

to its proponents,

If meanjngful analyses are to be conducted in the future, and if

realistic answers are to be sought, program evaluation- designs in

vocational education will have to be changed considerably.

There. are two recommendations that can be derived from this study:

(1). That funds should he set aside for intensive follow-up of

the graduates of selected, promising vocational programs,

and for similar follow-up of 'a suitable comparison group

of nonvocational graduates for each program selected.' .

(2) That assistance should be provided to local vocational

program evaluators in the form of training in evaluation

procedures and design.
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Three CtiqO Studtes of Loul Proor-m Evaluations

At the local school district level there are many different approaches

to evaluation, and not all of these evaluative efforts are addressed to

follow-up of the program graduates. The reports of these evaluative

efforts are typically brief and selective in the kinds of data reported

and interpreted. Unfortunately, program evaluation efforts at the local

school di-Strict level often become "added aSsignments," that is, the

follow- -up is undertaken amidst the continuing pressures of the ongoing

instructional program with whatever time is available. Within these

limitations, however, some school districts have undertaken fairly exten-

sive surveys of the student population. Three case studies are appended

here to give some idea of the kinds of evaluation being done.

Union'Hiph School District No. 5 Milwaukie Orepon. The District

is comprised of three comprehensive high schools and an Occupational

Skills Center, which provides vocational education for junior and senior

students bussed from the comprehensive high schools. First-year students

in the Center attend two hours each day; secondyear students attend for

three hours each day. Part time work opportunities are available to

students who have taken some of their course work during the preceding

summer, thereby accelerating their academic preparation prior to joining

the work experience program. Students receive pay for their services

and part time jobs are available both within the school district and from

outside employers.

The District had a total of 836 graduates in 1968 and 887 graduates

in 1969. Of these, 115 were graduates of the Occupational Skills Center

in 1968 and 187 were graduates in 1969. Industrial Arts classes (offered

to freshmen and sophomores) and Business Education and Home Economics

classes are taught in the home high schools and are not included in Occu-

pational Skills Center figures. Occupational skills clusters offered at

the Center include: Agriculture, Building Construction, Child Services,

Data Processing and Business Machines, Distributive Education, Electricity

and Mectronics, Graphic Reproduction, Health Services, Industrial

Mechanics, and Metal. Fabrication.
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Enxollwnt at the Occupational Skills Cence-7 is on the recommendation

of the seadin-sehool's principal, upon advice of the counselor and with

the concurrence of the student and his parents,. The Center's principal

has the.option to return students to the home school if they do not seem

able to adjuSt to the vocational program as conducted at the Center.

The instructional staff at, the Center include one Direetor, one

Placement and Guidance Coordinator, thirteen teachers and eight teacher

aides. Costs in the comprehensive high schools are $123.37 per student

hour as compared to $211, 37 per student hour in the Center.

The counseling and career orientation procedures begin in October

for a. senior class, followed by a survey of seniors in April, -May, and-.

June to determine their post-high school expectations.

Follow-up is undertaken for all District graduates and an additional

follow-up is undertaken for Occupational Skills Center graduates. The

initial follow-up is by phone, with each high school counselor calling the

students assigned to him in the previous year. After three attempts to

reach the graduate or his parents, other knowledgeable sources are

contacted. Using this technique, a 95.5% completion of follow-ups was

accomplished district-wide in 1969. The categories of data collected show

the number of graduates:

Attending 4-year state schools (in state)

Attending 4-year state schools (out of state)

Attending private schools (in or out of state)

Attending Community College (in state)

Attending Community/Junior College (out of state)

Entered military service

Entered state or union apprenticeship training programs

(does not include. OJT provided by the employer)

Attending other schools (beauty, business, etc.)

Entered full-time employment

Entered part-time employment

Unemployed

Married (homemaker)

Other

UnknoT,m (no response, movedno forwarding address, etc.)
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The Occupational Skills Center students also receive a mailed

follow-up survey. It provides date showing the number of students who

Entered full-time employment (doas it relate to cluster taken?)

Entered college (full- or part-time and does it relate to
cluster taken?)

Entered military service

Entered state or union apprenticeship training programs (does
not include OJT provided by the employer)

A minimum of 20% return of these four-page mailed questionnaires is

considered acceptable by the OccuPational Skills Center personnel. Much

of the information obtained by this questionnaire is intended to guide

the instructional staff-as they revise the curricultim in the various

occupational cluster's. Data obtained in. these -questionnaires are pro-

cessed by students in the Center's Data Processing -and Business Machines

occupational cluster, providing an even mo re direct input to the ongoing

program activities.

In spite of a thorough follow-up procedure and the publication of

reports to state authorities and separately in booklet form to District

personnel, the District does not have available comparisons between Occu-

pational Skills Center graduates and any control group of matched or

similar students. Instead, the comparative emphasis rests on looking at

the placement of 1969 graduates in relation to the placement a year

earlier. As pointed out elsewhere in this report, this procedure assumes

a stable job market in the two years, consistency in draft sign-ups and

college enrollments, and so on. The same constraints will exist for the

three- and five-year follow-ups now planned for this program.

Two other ongoing self-evaluation efforts are undertaken by the

District. The first is a ReleaseTime Training Evaluation form which is

completed by the cooperating employers for those students involved in

work-experience opportunities. Employers are asked, each spring, to rate

the student employees on the criteria of (I) punctuality and attendance,

Vite.4,4,4.0,;;;N.:,;;OkriAAVI:
0:4Alik4VNYVAL., to'
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(2) initiative, (3) job performance, (4) skill development, (5) Personal

attitude, and (6) relationship with other. employees. They are encouraged

to make additional comments and suggestions.

The second form is the Instructor Rating and Recommendation, which

is completed in the fall and again in the spring by the instructional

staff. Each student is rated according to (1) development of craftsman-

ship, (2) technical understanding (3) demonstrated safety. habits,

(4) :cooperation with students and instructor, (5) willingness to accept

criticism, and (6) personal attitude.: Information of this type is intended

to be used by the Placement and Guidance Coordinator as he attempts to

place students in appropriate job opportunities.

gurriculum Deylopment Progyam_.(CD.0, jp,OncLgjllinpis. CDP was

established to identify and counsel the dropout-prone student, to provide

special classes and practical classroom experiences, to develop a work-

study program and to involve the parents of dropout-prone students in the

school program. Socioeconomic status, intelligence, school achievement,

reading achievement, and school and social adjustment (as rated on a des-

cription sheet of aggressiveness and withdrawnness behavior) were the

factors used to identify dropout-prone students who were about to enter

the seventh grade. CDP became a department within the public comprehensive

school (grades 7-12) and within a few years the program included about 300

students, 14 full-tim=2 teachers, and 5 part-time teachers. It included

regularly scheduled parent-teacher meetings, home visits by the teachers,

a parent newsletter, and biweekly inservice teacher training sessions.

Sheltered work stations were developed within the CDP to provide pre- -

employment experiences and training for stvdents. One of the sheltered

work stations is called the Service Station Training School, and is a work

station which is being systematically evaluated.

The Service Station Training School for CDP boys aged 16 years or

older is a sheltered work laboratory developed to give the youths individ-

ualized pre-employwent classroom training and job training to articulate

and facilitate the transition of the CDP students between the school and the

world of work. The proE,ram wos intended to provide experiences vital to

441444641040A*;4,06
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retaining students in school until they are ready to seek and maintain

full-time employment. .Lt was designed to systematically evaluate stu-

der)tsT progress-toward those goals. The students receive both school

credit and a. salary for working part-time at the service station which

was rented, for the purposes of the program. The amount of training

received during each school year varies with the achievement made by

each student. Each boy is evaluated monthly by the work experience

coordinator, the training school instructor, and the work supervisor.

Each year a number of boys in CDP were eligible for,service-station

training but: only a portion of those boys could be served by the limited

service station facilities. Of those students who were eligible, a

number. were randomly chosen for service station training and a number

were chosen as a control group. Those who did; not participate in the

station training. participated in the regular CDP training. At the end

of each school year the experimental. (or service station) and control

groups could be compared- on these factors: intelligence, reading

achievement, -attitudes, school attendance, grades, and placement in

employment or further education. At the time of the writing of this

report a full comparison of the placement in employment, or further edu-

cation of the members of both the experimental and control groups had .

not yet been completed.

The Center for Vocational Arts (CVA, Norwallsj Connecticut. CVA is

a prngram for school-alienated youths (ages 15-21) which was developed

to give the youths occupational training and academic instruction, and

to effect the behavioral changes necessary for obtaining and keeping a

job. Training is held at the Center and is offered in automotive ser-

vices, food services, health services, landscaping and horticulture,

office seivices, maintenance and repair operations, manufacturing opera-

tions, and retailing services. The Center emphasizes individualized

instruction and individualized guidance in both vocational and academic

areas and is developing, with the help of educational specialists,

individualized learning activity packages for use in each of the training
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thi school's history. Th following t:c st instrumenlq have at tifflos

been u cd-Co record tho presence of the sttidcnt attributes listed with

each iistrument; CaliforniaStudy Methods Survey-school adjustment,

and study habits and skills; California Test of Perscvaliy--personal

and ocial adjus nt; Lorge-Thorndikc IntelUgence Test (Verbal and

Non-Verbal)--acadomic -aptitude; California Reading Test--reading vocab-

ulary and reading cowprehonsion;.NYU Speaking Test--clarity of speech

in reading and conversing; Occupational Adjustment and Rating Scale- -

self- concept, social behavior, attitude toward society, school adjustment,

work attitudeol Fundamental Achievement Series--use of practical verbal

and numerical symbols.

In additions three studies Were'made to assess the ways in which

study its perceived their. CVO. experience: a comparative study of the per-

ception of the school by the students, 1967-1968; how students at the

Centex saw themselves; and case study reports on the students, 1967-

-1968.

To measure the effect of the school on the employability of its

t udorit,9, a comparison was made between the job record of some CVA grad-

oate4 (June 1966 to April 1969) and the job record of some students

leaving CVA without completing a program. According to these records,

88 % of the CVA graduates Were employed full-time as compared with 73% of

the nongreduates. Early in the history of the School it was planned

that there would be a matched contra group of students who qualified

to he in CVA but who would not be admitted. Such a group, when followed

over a period of years, Might have proVided a reliable basis against
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Consultant, orient the confcrun e were 4 follows;

Mr. Joseph belle'
Asslstant Suporinte.nc.c.nt

San Jose Unified School District
-1605 Park Avenue
San Jose, CaliEoraia 95114

Dr, Max U. Eninger, President
Educational Systems Research Institute, Inc.
4527 Winthrop Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Dr, Jack Michie
San DiegO State College
San Diego, California 92115

Byrl R. Shoemaker
Director of Vocational Education
Department of Education
612 State Office Building
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Dr. Robert M. Worthington
Assistant Commissioner of Education
New Jersey State Division of Vocational 'Education

P.O. Box 2019
Trenton,, New Jersey 08625'

lalo Alto

Apologies were received from the following consultants who were invited

but were unable to attend:

Dr. Melvin Barlow, UCLA

Dr. Lowell Burkett, American Vocational. Association

Dr. Rupert Evans, University of Illinois

Mr. Marvin Feldman, Ford Foundation

Dr. Edward Moirison, Ohio State University

Mr. Michael. Russo, Division of Vocational and Technical

Education, U.S. Office of Education
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employment, evaluation criteria, national surveys, occupational choice, program

effectiveness, program evaluation, secondary schools, technical education,

vocational education.
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AOSTRAdl
The aims were to ,identify,

at, the secondary level that had

rate (employment, further education)

tion. Through a literature searCh,
tacts, and other means, 445 programs

program evaluation, ,particularly

site-visited.

None of the 445 programs could
success; 43% lacked comprehensive
complete data, but no trends could
groups of nonvocational graduates

Even if comparable, contemporaneous
follow-up of both groups of graduates
the original criteria needed to
account: qualitative placement factors,

competency, job retention, progress

_of jobs related to the training

Recommendations for program

assessment of such factors conclude

select, analyze, and describe vocational programs
been successful in increasing the total placement

when compared with other courses of instruc-
mail and telephone inquiries, personal con-
were identified for study with emphasis on

follow-up of graduates. Some 30 programs were

be shown to have met the study's criteria for
follow --up data on graduates; 33% had nearly
be detected, nor were suitable comparison
available.

groups had existed, and even if complete
had been possible, it was concluded that

be supplemented by criteria which took into
such as initial job earnings, on-the-job

within the job, and mobility within a range
provided by the vocational program.

design and evaluation that would permit the

the report.
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